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1) Problem/Solution/Customer/Moonshot:

A. What is the problem you will solve with this business?

There is one island that was invaded by mass tourism around 40 years ago and people from other

islands started moving to this island to find work opportunities, as well as a lot of foreigners that

came to the island to invest in businesses to support this tourism development.

So, in 2021, in this island there is a lack of authentic local experiences to offer to the visitors, as the

main attractions are the “standard” type of activities that could be done anywhere in the world, as

follows: very basic island tour to visit 4/5 simple natural attractions; all-inclusive resorts and amazing

beaches; water sports, adventure sports such as quads, buggies, etc or relaxing on catamaran’s

experiences.

And those who work with tourism, frequently hear comments from those tourists who are more

curious about the authenticity of the places they visit, that this destination doesn’t have traditional

experiences to offer.

From another perspective, the most traditional products from the country are always produced in

the most traditional regions, which are barely visited by the tourists due to difficulties with

transportation access. To sell a typical souvenir in this island, we'd have to import it from other

islands, which implies a lot of costs and logistics, in a country where island’s connections are very

poor and limited.

Also, in this island, a desert type of landscape is predominant, and there is a need to create more

green areas with shades, plants, trees, and an agricultural environment, so that when people get sick

of the desert and the beach, they have a different place to be, within a different type of nature.

B. What is the business and why is it a solution for this problem?

A very interactive and authentic tourist attraction which represents the traditions and history from

the other islands, that still keep old habits and traditions, mainly in terms of agriculture and

transformation of agricultural products. In a few words: to assemble all the most important cultural

traditions from all the archipelago’s islands in one piece of land, alongside with an important part of

the country’s history related to the agricultural industry.

C. Clearly identify who your customers are.

Tourists: family with children, mainly europeans who are in their 30s and are middle class. These

people book their travel packages through agencies and look for a half-day experience in a different

type of attraction among all the mainstream attractions they will already have in their package.

Residents: families who want to escape the usual landscape of the Island (desert and beaches) and to

have a deeper connection to their historical background while touristing in their country.



D. Moonshot

I want to be remembered as someone who made something important to honor the traditions of the

country where I live and that I love so much. Because I believe so much in the authenticity and

uniqueness of the culture of the country, that we have to offer experiences in this Island that can

show that to the nowadays children, who grow up in a very technological and tradition-free

environment, to the tourists that visit us.

And also, we believe that the island needs to stop importing everything and needs to start producing

stuff. To develop the local economy and to generate work that is not 100% dependent on tourism.

I want to build a game changer in the Island’s entertainment offers and to change the format of the

island tour that happens nowadays, usually in one day tourists can visit all the island’s highlights.

With our project, the island tours will be divided into 2 different tours: one day will be the west of

the island and the other one will be visiting the main attractions of the east side of the island.

2) Strategy and Competition:

A. Identify who your current competition is (Porter´s jockeying for position):

Name What They Do Perceived Positioning

Viveiro Recreative space in the entrance of the main
city, which exhibits endemic plants, trees and
local animals; it features a plant’s greenhouse
and they sell/rent the plants; leisure space
where live music concerts take place from times
to times, where families go to spend a different
day with the children, where residents go to be
in a green atmosphere and have a drink on the
bar and where some tour operators take their
tourists on a visit and drink included on the
island tour programme.

Eco/ sustainable mindset,
expensive services; more
oriented for tourists than for
residents; they invested in a
partnership with the bigger tour
operator/travel agency, which
includes a visit to their park on
the island tour they sell to a
great percentage of the tourists
that visit the island.

Fazenda A private house/ small farm what belongs to a
local family and its located in the northwest of
the island and represents a traditional
countryside traditional house, with wooden fire/
grill for barbeques; outdoor areas for events or
social parties; has some animais and gardens
(even though they don’t produce the most
important product we will grow: sugar cane)
and they don't sell the agriculture products they
grow.

Local authentic “Homemade”
experience for a very specific
type of visitors; for a small group
of visitors; B2C only; low cost;
not very professional and not
investing in marketing; they do
activities there very sporadically
as it is not their main business.

Horta A private garden located in a very difficult access
place in the north of the island, where the

Local authentic “Homemade”
experience for a very specific



owner produces several types of fruit trees,
vegetables and breed animals for own
consumption and to sell mainly to residents.
They are starting to build a concept of using the
space for visitors to enjoy a local experience,
maybe have lunch there or sunbath on a pool
they will build, but everything is developing very
slow there and the place is kind of a mess, will
need to be completely refurbished in order to
look good for potential visits.

type of visitors; for a small group
of visitors; B2C only; low cost;
not very professional and not
investing in marketing; they
don’t use the space yet for
visitors or to sell the products to
resellers.

B. Threat of substitute products

Due to the business main focus on old traditions, the threat of new trends and technologies is low.

However, there is a threat of competitive-advantage loss if the existing attractions on the island

decide to integrate a component which includes agricultural, historical and traditional products in

their mainstream attractions.

C. Threat of new entrants

Competition may pursue the same business goal, however it is hard to find fertile lands which are

available to be bought in the island and it is not easy to find a perfect place for agricultural

production as the island is very windy and dry, so it needs to be a perfect land for this concept

Another barrier is the cost of water for agricultural production and all it involves (ideally for a project

like this we will need to create a desalination system).

Also, it is an industry that may be a bit susceptible to the variation of the taxes on the production and

also on the taxes charged for importing products from other islands or countries (at this moment it is

very expensive to import, but if it changes it can be a danger to our business).

D. Bargaining power of customers/suppliers

Low bargaining power of customers, since the majority of our clients are tourists, therefore less

sensitive to prices while on trips. Also, we will have a unique product on the island, therefore not

many alternatives (competition) to customers.

High bargaining power of suppliers, as the offers of water supply, agriculture and construction

materials is very low and more dedicated to hotel businesses, rather than agricultural ones. Also, the

majority of the materials we will need to buy are imported from foreign countries and imply high

customs fees.

E. Given all of the above, what is your strategy? In other words, what weakness

will you exploit? How will you be different? Why would people consider buying

from you?



We will focus on tourists who visit the island and want to experience something more authentic and

residents who look for a different day in nature, recalling the old traditions from their childhood.

From the agricultural perspective, we will plant sugarcane, produce and sell the local drinks made

out of it (such as local rum). Also, we will produce and sell honey made out of sugarcane.

Moreover, from the attractions perspective, we will present the history and process of sugarcane

plantation, as well as the history of the country. Therefore, we will gather the traditional tours from

other islands in this one.

3) Opportunity Cost

The opportunity cost would be to partner with a farm owner and adapt it to match our strategy,

therefore decreasing our initial investment costs. The farm owner would already have people visiting

his/her land and run mainstream attractions, therefore having the tourism know-how.

However, we would be dependent on another business partner who already has an established

business and may not want to drain revenues from his main source, enabling a conflict of interest

situation.

4) Branding

We want to adopt the Magician archetype, based on a personality that has the ability to take people

on a journey of transformation through the experience of a magical moment.

Since our customers will be interested in a different experience, which deeply connects the people

and the land, our drives will focus on knowledge, vision and discovery.

In other words, our brand proposition is based on products and services that will take our customers

on a transformational journey through the country’s historical and agricultural background.

Disney is a major example using this archetype and a benchmark for the entertainment industry,

therefore we will apply its strategies.

5) Setting the Price

Prices will be divided into three categories: (1) tourists, (2) residents and (3) groups with guided

visits.

We set up the prices according to our main competitors' pricing strategies. The 2 main attractions in

the island charge as follows:

1) PL mines: 5 USD tourists and non-citizen residents. Free for citizens.

2) natural pools: 3 USD tourists. Free for citizens.



The prices below are calculated according to our strategy of entering a competitive market with

similar products. We will bring a lot of innovation alongside the traditional, historical and agricultural

elements, therefore being able to charge more due to our unique proposition.

Product Type Viveiro Our Attraction

Price for tourists:

entrance ticket

5 USD: +5 years old

Free: children up to 5 years old

6 USD: adults

3 USD: children from 6 to 12 years old

Free: children up to 5 years olds

Obs.: every visitor can have 2 local

drinks for free

Price for residents:

entrance ticket

5 USD: +5 years old

Free: children up to 5 years old

4 USD: adults

2 USD: children from 6 to 12 years old

Free: children up to 5 years olds

Obs.: Every visitor can have 2 local

drinks for free

Price for guided

visit: entrance ticket

6 USD: +5 years old

Free: children up to 5 years old

7 USD: +5 years old

Free: children up to 5 years old

Obs.: If the group has more than 20

people, guided visit is free of charge

Considering prices of 6 USD for tourist adults, 3 USD for tourist children, 4 USD for resident adults, 2

USD for resident children, 1 USD per person for groups, we can estimate an average ticket:

6 + 3 + 4 + 2 + 7 / 5 = 4,4 USD.

6) Revenue and Pricing Management

Revenue and Pricing Management (Jean Baptiste).xlsx

7) Cost Structure

Cost Structure (Edson).xlsx

8) Economies/Diseconomies of Scale

We believe the scenario will remain the same in the first three years of our project, mainly in terms

of cost structure as per our revenue and cost forecast.

Therefore, we will increase our revenues as the number of clients grows and we still do not have

competition in the Island and this will enable new investments in our farms in order to begin

diversifying our products to sell.



On the other hand, we may run into diseconomies of scale after the third year, once competitors

acquire the necessary know-how in order to create services and products similar to ours.

Hence we will need to develop strategies in order to tackle competition before they start getting

marketsure, such as fostering B2B partnerships with travel agencies and hotels.

9) Goals

9.1) The main objective is “to be the top 1 attraction in authentic tourism on the island”.

In order to quantify it, we defined the two following metrics for the first three years:

Year 1 2 3

Nº of Tourist
visitors

6.400 15.733 22.400

Nº of Resident
visitors

3.200 7.867 11.200

Nº of Total
visitors

9.600 23.600 33.600

As shown in the sheet, the two metrics are SMART, therefore:

A) Specific – target a specific area for improvement: create an awareness of authentic tourism

in the Island.

B) Measurable – quantify or at least suggest an indicator of progress: number of visitors.

C) Assignable – specify who will do it: managing partners (Neemias and Patrícia).

D) Realistic – state what results can realistically be achieved, given available resources: we

assumed conversion rates related to total number of tourists who visited the country per

year, which is 479.993: 2% in 1st year, 5% in 2nd year, 7% in 3rd year.

E) Time-related – specify when the result(s) can be achieved: 3 years.

9.2) The second objective is “to have the best network of satisfied customers in the country.

In order to quantify it, we defined the Net Promoter Score, which will be handled in online surveys

on websites such as TripAdvisor.

Year 1 2 3

NPS 90% 94% 97%

10) CVP/Break-Even Analysis

According to the Cost Structure spreadsheet, our fixed costs are USD 82.418,02.



According to the Cost Structure spreadsheet, our variable costs are USD 8.040,90.

According to the Goals topic, our volume of sales in 1st year is 9.600.

Considering the average ticket of 4,4 USD, we can calculate our sales reaching 42.240 USD.

Unit contribution margin = unit selling price (per year) - unit variable costs

Unit contribution margin = 41.240 - 8.040,90

Unit contribution margin = 33.199,1

Formula of BEP in units:

Fixed costs / unit contribution margin = break even in units

82.418,02 / 33.199,01 = 2,48

Converting 2,48 to annual sales volume (9.600 x 2,48), we reach the number of 23.808.

Therefore, we need 23.808  sales (BEP in units) and USD 104.755,2  (BEP in USD) to reach breakeven.


